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taken is continued until, in the one case, the reaction for copper fails or,
in the other, makes its appearance, in the filtrate. In practice it is con-
venient to use first an insufficient volume of sugar solution and to continue
adding the latter to the same flask and boiling afresh until the filtered liquid
no longer gives the copper reaction. On the basis of the approximate
result thus obtained it is possible, after a few trials, to obtain two tests in
which the volumes of sugar solution employed differ by o-i c.c,, while only
one of them gives a filtrate containing copper. The mean of the two volumes
is taken as correct.
If a is the number of c.c. of sugar solution used to reduce completely 10
c.c. of Fehling's solution (diluted with 40 c.c. of water) and/ the number of
grams of the particular reducing sugar which reduce 100 c.c. of Fehling's
solution (under the same conditions of dilution), then the quantity x of
the reducing sugar in 100 c.c. of the sugar solution used will be given by :
The values of/ are given in Table XVI, which contains also the polari-
metric data for the various sugars (referred to 20° C., a tube 20 cm. in
length, and the ordinary concentrations ; see above : Optical Method).
5. Determination of the Sugars in their Mixtures.
1.	Fundamental  Principles.— The  determination  of two or more
sugars present in a mixture is usually carried out by indirect methods,
based on :   (i) the rotatory powers, (2) the reducing powers, and (3) the
transformation of certain sugars into others by inversion, which is effected
by dilute acids or special enzymes.    From the rotatory and reducing powers
of the mixture, in some cases both before and after inversion, the quantity
of each sugar in the mixture is calculated.
The determination of the rotatory and reducing powers has already
been described. The method of inversion will now be considered (see z)
and the various typical cases (3-8) which may present themselves in the
analysis of mixtures of sugars.
2.	In version r~~ The principal  sugars  undergoing inversion are sac-
charose, lactose and raffinose.   -With saccharose, the procedure is as follows :
The saccharose solution to be inverted (containing one-half of the normal
weight in about 75 c.c. of water) is mixed in a 100 c.c. flask with 5 c.c. of
hydrochloric acid (sp, gr. 1-188), a thermometer being inserted in the flask
and the latter placed in a water-bath at 70°. After the temperature of the
sugar solution reaches 67-70°, it is maintained at this point for exactly 5
minutes, with frequent shaking ; the whole period of immersion in the bath
never exceeds 10 minutes. The flask is subsequently cooled rapidly under
the tap, the thermometer withdrawn and washed into the flask, and the
solution neutralised almost completely with potassium hydroxide solution*1
1 The above procedure is adopted for the inversion of saccharose solutions of about
the concentration indicated ; with more dilute solutions, inversion may abo be carried
<mt Iby adding 5 c.c, of hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. x-io) to about 50 c.c, of the solu'tftoA,
td be inverted and heating for 15 minutes in a water-bath at 67-70° (see, for inst
0f sugars in the chapters on milk and on wine),
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